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Background and Motivation
Experiences from consultation (statistics, designs | tools, data management)

•

Everybody’s computer is a mess!
○

•

No | little training (in data management)

Issues people struggle with
○

Identifying what someone needs is the first step

○

Workflows are often unnecessarily convoluted

○

Untidy data (Organizing data | workflows)

○

Statistics!

○

Automating labour | time intensive tasks
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Background and Motivation
Experiences from consultation (statistics, designs | tools, data management)
•

Statistics: myriad of resources
○ Books, Workshops, Bootcamps,
Online resources (YouTube | StackOverflow |
Quick-R, etc.)

•

What about data management |
coding and annotation |
reproducibility?
○ Resources??? (especially for qualitative work!)

Blind Spot: Data Management | Reproducibility | Transparency ?!?
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Background | Motivation
Replication Crisis | Issue | Problem
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Replication Crisis | Issue | Problem
Reproducibility is a defining feature of
science, but the extent to which it
characterizes current research is unknown.
(Open Science Collaboration 2015)

Controversial ongoing methodological
crisis that originated in medicine
(Ioannidis 2005) and swiftly expanded to
STEM, the social sciences, and
psychology when replications of
seminal experiments failed - calling
into question the reliability of widely
accepted published research

“More than 70% of researchers
have tried and failed to reproduce
another scientist’s experiments,
and more than half have failed to
reproduce their own experiments.”
(Baker 2016: 452)
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Replication Crisis | Issue | Problem
Results and Effects
•

Public loss of trust in science

•

Substantive efforts to improve transparency
and reproducibility (in STEM and “hard” social sciences)

•

Examples: increased efforts to support replication, pre-registration, and
establishing a culture of sharing & infrastructures for sharing
(OSF, GitHub, RNotebooks)
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Repercussions of the Replication Crisis in CL
Problem has been identified in (Corpus Linguistics) (recently)
•

Workshops
○ ISLE 5 (London, 17-20 July, 2018, L. Sönning & V. Werner “The ‘quantitative crisis’, cumulative
science, and English linguistics”
○ ISLE 6 (Joensuu, 2–5 June, 2021): M. Schweinberger &
J. Flanagan “Replication and Reproducibility in English
Corpus Linguistics”
○ ICAME 42 (Dortmund, 18-21 Aug. 2021): M. Schweinberger,
G. Schneider & J. Flanagan “Exploring Powerful Tools to Ensure
Robust and Reproducible Results in Corpus Linguistics”

•

Journal publications: Linguistics 59.5 (Sönning & Werner 2019)
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Repercussions of the Replication Crisis in CL
Problem has been identified in (Corpus
Linguistics) BUT focus on data (data
citation, data sharing) NOT analyses

see Marsden & Bolibaugh 2021 (to the right), document
available through:
https://pure.york.ac.uk/portal/en/publications/reproducibility-and-researchintegrity-in-applied-linguistics
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Reproducibility | Replication | Transparency
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Replication Crisis | Issue | Problem
Reproducibility
●

To reproduce a study means doing the things to the same data to get the exact same
results.

Replication
●

Replicating a study means doing the same | (similar) things to similar data

Robustness (Generalizability, National Science Foundation 2018)
●

Robustness | Generalizability refers to results being consistent | stable across replications
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Replication Crisis | Issue | Problem
Practical vs theoretical reproducibility
•

Practical reproducibility means that reproducibility is made easy for
researchers given existing constraints (time, skills, technology, copyright, etc.)

•

Theoretical or formal reproducibility means that reproduction is possible in
principle but hindered by real-world restrictions (data only accessible in a
specific lab | study based on black box tools or is accompanied by
spreadsheets not code)
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Replication vs Transparency
But do we really want Reproducibility?
●

●

Difference between reproducibility across different fields
●

software development: focus on technical aspects

●

linguistics: conceptual reproducibility

As reviewers and researchers, we want to understand and be able to check annotation
(inspect how the researcher has coded individual instances of language use)

●

Choices and decisions should be transparent (using a log/notebook) rather than
technical reproducibility
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Problem | Issue

Even if researchers want to be more transparent, there are limited
broad-range resources for HASS researchers that show how to
document their research on textual data in a transparent manner!
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Options for more transparency (in CL)
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How to improve reproducibility | replicability | robustness
Data management
•

File naming: consistent and meaningful

•

Folder templates: Use templates across teams | labs

•

•

3-2-1 rule: 3 copies of data on 2 media one of which
should be the cloud
Documentation:
•

document where to find what

•

helpful for on-boarding people

•

useful when sharing projects

•

allows to recover what has been done and helps avoiding data loss (bus factor): how
many people can be run over by a bus without the project coming to a halt?)
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How to improve reproducibility | replicability | robustness
•

•

FAIR data
•

Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable

•

Sharing data (OSF, GitHub, etc.)

Practice shift
•

Pre-registration

•

Upskilling for MA students

•

Stronger focus on replication studies

•

Submitting notebooks | code & data alongside papers

•

Acknowledge data sets as research outputs
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How to improve reproducibility | replicability | robustness
Transparency | Reproducibility

•

•

Version control and contained environments
(Git, renv, conda, Binder, Docker)

•

Notebooks (Rmd, Jupyter): recording workflows

•

Commented scripts rather than (blackboxy) tools

•

Sharing work: OSF, GitHub, GitLab

Tools

•

•

•

Using fewer tools

•

RStudio (Rproj, Rmd, renv, Git-integration)

•

Aarnet’s SWAN (?)

Infrastructures | Training
•

LADAL

•

ATAP

•

Sydney Corpus Lab
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Challenges for infrastructures
●

Audiences with very different levels of expertise

●

Audiences with vastly different interests, expectations, and needs

●

●

●

●

Training is required at different levels
of specificity (general introductions vs
highly specific methods)
Resources must meet methodological and
disciplinary variety
Establishing infrastructures requires resources
Resources have to be user friendly |
easy to use, and intuitive
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Infrastructure Projects in Australia
ATAP: The Australian Text Analytics Platform

•

Collaborative, cloud-based workbench environment, bringing together users and
providers of data and text analytics tools. It will support researchers transitioning to
code-based text analysis, with the resultant benefits of flexibility, reproducibility and
reuse.

LADAL: Language Technology and Data Analysis Laboratory

•

Free, open-source, collaborative support infrastructure for computational humanities at UQ that offers
introductions to topics and concepts related text analytics and practical tutorials, interactive Jupyter
notebooks, and events including workshops and webinars.

Sydney Corpus Lab

•

Promotes corpus linguistics in Australia in linguistics and in other disciplines and aims to build research
capacity in corpus linguistics at USydney with strong links to the Sydney Centre for Language Research
and the Sydney Digital Humanities Research Group (as well as the Sydney Informatics Hub).

LDaCA: The Language Data Commons of Australia

•

LDaCA will make nationally significant language data available for academic and non-academic use and
provide a model for ensuring continued access with appropriate community control.
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Language Technology and Data Analysis Laboratory (LADAL)
eResearch support infrastructure for computational HASS
in the UQ School of Languages and Cultures
Enables development of skills in
•
•
•
•

•
•

Michael Haugh (co-director of LADAL)

Digital tools and data management
Computational methods and (basic) programming skills
Data extraction / transformation / processing
Data visualization (including geospatial mapping
and interactive web apps)
NLP applications (text analytics)
Various statistical procedures
(including classification and machine learning)
LADAL: https://ladal.edu.au
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Language Technology and Data Analysis Laboratory (LADAL)
Distribution of topics in US State of the Union Addresses over time

What we hope to achieve
•

•

•

•

•

Improve transparency and quality by showcasing how
to produce reproducible workflows in R/RStudio)
Enable researchers to pursue new pathways by using
innovative methods and new types of data
Improve data management, assist in making workflows
tidier, more transparent and more efficient.

Network of persons in Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet

Provide an infrastructure for acquiring computational
skills (relevant for academia | employability for graduates)
Showcase how CL methods more attractive to related disciplines
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Problems associated with increased transparency
(in CL)
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Problems associated with transparency
●

Field becomes even more computational
(shift away from language to technology)
●

●

Suggestions to learn several programming language
(Python, R, Java, and C) are simply unrealistic (and show a
disconnect with what HASS researchers/linguists do)

Linguistics is not software development
●

Linguists have limited resources and they are interested in language use!

●

Parsimony! What tools give researchers the best bang for their buck!

●

Every tool increases the complexity and requires training: the fewer tools the better!
(That is why I promote R and RStudio)

●

Upskilling required!

●

Infrastructures required!
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Problems associated with transparency
●

●

●

●

Transparency can be a hinderance to careers
(time consuming, scooping, contributions not
being valued)
More work
(adding to an already excessive workload)
No guarantee transparency will work and win back trust
Transparency for the few not the many?! (Lay audience will have difficulty
to understand where to find documents and how to work with them)
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Discussion and Outlook
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Key points
•

Corpus Linguists should think about reproducibility and transparency and about ways to make our
research more practically transparent (on an individual, team, and community level)

•

There are advantages to making one’s work reproducible and transparent
(transparent folder structures, documentation, re-use of code, etc.)

•

CLs have good reasons not to become (too) software focused (and they should not be!)

•

Parsimony of tools: what tools provide a maximum of benefit with a minimum of extra upskilling
| adding to the workload

•

Necessity for infrastructure, upskilling, and resources

•

• Programs and courses on computational tools
There are serious issues that need to be addressed
(career development, scooping, acknowledgement of work)
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Discussion and Outlook
Corpus Linguists are becoming aware of replicability | reproducibility (issues)
Arppe et al. (2010): “Ideally, research in cognitive linguistics should be based on authentic
language use, its results should be replicable, and its claims falsifiable. ”
Kortmann (2018): “do everything that is necessary (!) for achieving a maximum of
methodological transparency, rigour, statistical significance, robustness, reproducibility,
falsifiability and, ultimately, explanatory power and mileage for linguistic theory-building”
Workshops (ISLE5, ISLE6, ICAME42)
Linguistics (upcoming issue)
Discussion on reproducibility and transparency (on a communal and team-level):
understanding concepts and aims, integration of tools and methods that make
research more transparent
Adopt resources and establish an infrastructure like the infrastructure
for quantitative methods (books, workshops, courses, programs, etc.)
Understanding that it is NOT (only) a technical (reproduction) issue but a
transparency issue!
●

●

●
●
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Maybe an Australian Center for Reproducible Research?
UZH CRS
The University of Zurich
invested in a Center for
Reproducible Science
(https://www.crs.uzh.ch/en.htm
l) to support researchers and
develop resources and provide
training…
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What are your thoughts?
Thank you very much
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slides available at
www.martinschweinberger.de
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Example of a RNotebook (raw and rendered)
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Replication Crisis | Issue | Problem

from Baker (2016: 452)

from Baker (2016: 452)
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Replication Survey (at ICAME42, 2021, N: 48)

Broad support and acknowledgement that
reproducibility is important

We trust ourselves but not other (others don’t TRUST us)
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